This paper presents analyses of the microphysical structure of comma head stratiform precipitation in 14 continental cyclones, focusing on fall streaks of hydrometeors produced by cloud-top convective generating cells. Data were obtained at temperatures between 248 and 2458C using in situ instrumentation and the W-band University of Wyoming Cloud Radar, all operated aboard the National Science Foundation/National Center for Atmospheric Research C-130. Analyses are presented first for a case study of one cyclone, followed by statistical analyses of the full dataset.
Introduction
The comma head region of cold-season midlatitude cyclones has embedded within it a variety of substructures, including convective generating cells (GCs 1 ), their associated fall streaks (FSs), and precipitation bands, all of which impact the cyclone's precipitation production and distribution. Generating cells are a critical component of the comma head precipitation structure. Their existence has been confirmed in a variety of environments (e.g., Marshall 1953; Gunn et al. 1954; Boucher 1959; Wexler 1955; Douglas et al. 1957; Wexler and Atlas 1959; Henrion et al. 1978; Houze et al. 1981; Browning 1983; Locatelli et al. 1983; Businger and Hobbs 1987; Sienkiewicz et al. 1989; Syrett et al. 1995; Wolde and Vali 2002; Evans et al. 2005; McFarquhar et al. 2011; Cunningham and Yuter 2014; Kumjian et al. 2014; Rauber et al. 2014b; Rosenow et al. 2014) . Statistical analyses of the radar reflectivity and radial velocity structure of GCs presented by Rosenow et al. (2014) show that the cells are typically about 1-2 km in horizontal and vertical extent and have convective vertical velocities of 61-2 m s 21 or more. Many studies have shown that the convective velocity structure promotes ice nucleation and ice growth (e.g., Houze et al. 1981; Ikeda et al. 2007; Crosier et al. 2014; Plummer et al. 2014, hereafter P14) . Generating cells are commonly present atop stratiform clouds, in which weak ascent associated with frontal-scale forcing occurs. Ice supersaturation is common in these ascending stratiform regions, promoting continued particle growth below the GC level (Rauber et al. 2014b; Rosenow et al. 2014; Rauber et al. 2015) . The GC's impact on precipitation in the stratiform regions below the GC level is evident in radar data as hydrometeor fall streaksstreamers of enhanced radar reflectivity descending through the stratiform cloud below. The processes occurring in the GCs and stratiform cloud have been interpreted as a ''seeder-feeder'' process (Bergeron 1950) in which hydrometeors ''seeded'' from the GCs fall into the stratiform areas, where moisture from frontal-scale lifting ''feeds'' continued particle growth. Wexler et al. (1967) , Herzegh and Hobbs (1980) , Matejka et al. (1980) , Houze et al. (1981) , Browning (1983) , Rutledge and Hobbs (1983) , Syrett et al. (1995) , Trapp et al. (2001) , Schultz et al. (2004) , Stark et al. (2013) , and Cunningham and Yuter (2014) all have invoked the seeder-feeder concept to explain the precipitation structure of cyclones. Analyses show that approximately 80% of hydrometeor mass growth occurs below the GC level, with deposition and aggregation (particularly near 08C) being the predominant ice-growth mechanisms (Houze et al. 1976; Herzegh and Hobbs 1980; Matejka et al. 1980; Houze et al. 1981) .
The work presented herein provides a comprehensive analysis of the microphysical characteristics of precipitation in the stratiform regions of the comma heads of cold-season midlatitude cyclones below the GC level, focusing on embedded FSs emanating from cloud-top GCs, and the FSs' environment. Measurements of deeper, non-GC convection were excluded from these analyses. The data were obtained during the Profiling of Winter Storms (PLOWS) field campaign using instrumentation aboard the National Science Foundation/National Center for Atmospheric Research C-130 aircraft during the winter of 2009/10 (Rauber et al. 2014a) . Measurements from in situ instrumentation are combined with measurements from the University of Wyoming Cloud Radar (WCR; Wang et al. 2012 ) in 14 cold-season continental cyclones. This work complements the analyses of cloud-top GCs presented by P14 using data obtained during the same field campaign. The unique contribution of this study is the use of a large observational dataset containing both GCs and deep stratiform precipitation regions occurring in an extensive range of environments spanning temperatures between 248 and 2458C. Additionally, as in P14, the in situ measurements have minimal bias associated with shattering of ice crystals on the instrumentation.
The data, processing techniques, and methodology are described in section 2, and several examples summarizing the typical radar-indicated structure of FSs are presented in section 3, along with the methodology used to identify FSs objectively using WCR measurements. Section 4 presents a detailed case study of one cyclone, and section 5 presents statistical analyses of the full dataset, describing the size, shape, and phase distributions of particles within and between FSs, as well as the inferred growth characteristics with respect to cloud-top GCs. Section 6 presents a discussion and conclusions.
Data and processing techniques
The datasets and analyses used in this paper are similar to those described in P14, so only a brief summary is provided here. The research flights in PLOWS sampled the comma head regions of continental winter cyclones over the Midwestern United States. Synoptic analyses of several PLOWS cyclones and cross sections of WCR measurements in those cyclones appear in Rauber et al. (2014a,b) , P14, Rosenow et al. (2014) , and Rauber et al. (2015) . Most C-130 flights included either several long horizontal passes across the comma head or shorter vertically stacked passes at multiple altitudes. Several flights (including the case study described in section 4) consisted of repeated passes between two waypoints at a larger number of altitudes.
This study uses measurements of equivalent radar reflectivity factor Z e and the vertical component of radial velocity W obtained from the WCR's upward-and downward-pointing beams. Vertical profiles of Z e and W were constructed, sampled at a range resolution of 15 m and a horizontal resolution corresponding to approximately 4-7.5 m at typical airspeeds. The W measurements were corrected to remove horizontal wind contamination (Rosenow et al. 2014) . As WCR data were not recorded within 105 m of the aircraft, measurements above and below the aircraft were interpolated vertically to the C-130's altitude for some analyses presented herein. Additionally, an objective estimate of cloud top was derived using Z e and the variance of W (P14).
In situ measurements from the C-130 instrumentation included air temperature T, the presence and amount of supercooled liquid water (SLW), and the size and shape distributions of cloud and precipitation particles. The presence of SLW was identified using a Rosemount icing detector. Liquid water content (LWC) was measured using a Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research Organization (CSIRO) King probe and a Gerber particle volume monitor (PVM). The number distribution functions N(D) for particles with maximum dimension D between 2 and 52 mm were measured by a cloud droplet probe (CDP). Two model-100 forward-scattering spectrometer probes (FSSPs) measured particles for 3 , D , 43 and 4 , D , 56 mm, with the latter featuring a modified inlet to reduce particle shattering.
Larger particles were measured with two-dimensional cloud and precipitation optical array probes (2D-C and 2D-P, respectively), with nominal size ranges of 25-1600 and 200-6400 mm, respectively. Details of the processing techniques for these measurements are provided in P14. As in that study, particles with D , 500 mm were rejected to minimize the effects of ice crystals shattering on the instrumentation. Composite distributions were constructed using 2D-C measurements for particles with 500 # D # 2000 mm and 2D-P measurements for larger particles, with number concentrations N .500 , and number distribution functions derived from the composite measurements. Ice water content (IWC) was estimated using the projected area of each particle (Baker and Lawson 2006) for particles with D $ 500 mm. The median particle dimension with respect to mass D mm was also derived using the IWC estimates. The 2D-C and 2D-P measurements were averaged over 10-s periods for all analyses described below.
Fall streak structural characteristics and objective identification
Fall streaks, plumes of hydrometeors emanating from GCs, generally appear in radar measurements as descending streamers of enhanced Z e values. However, the structural characteristics visually evident in the twodimensional WCR measurements will depend on the vertical profile of the environmental wind relative to the GC level, the orientation of the wind relative to the direction of flight, and the three-dimensional structure and organization of the GCs themselves, although the latter characteristics are not readily identifiable using the datasets obtained during PLOWS. Example Z e profiles are provided in this section to illustrate the observed FS characteristics for a range of wind environments. A Z e cross section valid for 1836-1941 UTC 9 February 2010 is shown in Fig. 1a , with Fig. 1b showing a detailed subsection of the Z e profile from 1914:30 to 1919:30 UTC. The wind profile in Fig. 1b is from the WRF Model simulation of this cyclone described in Rauber et al. (2015) . The winds shown in Fig. 1 are relative to the wind in the layer containing GCs. The wind barbs have been rotated so that a staff oriented at 908 (2708) represents a wind from right to left (left to right) on the cross section, and a barb oriented at 08 (1808) represents a wind out of (into) the cross section.
Fall streaks are evident below the GCs throughout both panels in Fig. 1. In Fig. 1b , the FSs are well defined above about 1 km but lose their separate identities below this level. The wind profile shows that the GCrelative winds above 1 km were generally oriented from right to left along the cross section, slightly increasing in magnitude with depth below the GCs. This allowed the FSs to remain within the plane of the radar profile while being sheared toward the south-southwest through this layer. Below about 1 km, the GC-relative winds became more perpendicular to the cross section and carried the falling hydrometeors out of the plane of view.
A more complex case is illustrated in Fig. 2 , which shows a Z e profile from 1950 to 2104 UTC 9 February 2010 (Fig. 2a) , with details of the Z e measurements from 2058:00 to 2103:30 UTC overlaid with a relative WRF wind profile in Fig. 2b . While many FSs are visually evident reaching the ground in Fig. 2a , in some regions, the fall streaks merge and become difficult to identify. In Fig. 2b , well-defined structures are only apparent near 3-4-km altitude. The FSs pass through flight level a short distance below the GCs but lose their separate identities below about 3 km. Generating-cell-relative winds gradually increased with depth in cloud, shearing the FSs toward the left and out of the measurement plane. Below 3 km, the GC-relative winds generally increased with depth. Although some broader enhancements in Z e were evident, the fall streaks were sufficiently merged in this local region so as to make their identification difficult. Figure 3 shows two example Z e cross sections from the 15 February 2010 research flight, for the flight segments from 0525 to 0540 UTC (Fig. 3a) and from 0700 to 0715 UTC (Fig. 3b) . These examples are both from strongly sheared environments where the fall streaks merged horizontally below cloud top. Note that the color scale in Fig. 3b has been altered to more clearly define the structural characteristics deep within the stratiform cloud. Again, both cross sections are overlaid with relative wind profiles obtained from a WRF simulation of the cyclone. Fall streaks are evident at various levels throughout both profiles (with several examples indicated by the arrows in each panel), but much stronger speed shear is evident compared to the profiles in Figs. 1 and 2 . The GC-relative winds were primarily within the plane of view and increased in magnitude with depth in cloud. Immediately below the GCs, the GC-relative winds were relatively weak and fall streaks could be identified sheared toward the southwest. Farther below, the strong wind shear merged the streaks into a more uniform echo.
The example Z e profiles encompass many of the observed structural characteristics of FSs and illustrate how they depend on the aircraft's flight orientation with respect to the environmental wind profile. In particular, the FSs are most evident when the environmental wind shear is oriented along the direction of the aircraft flight leg. The examples also show some of the complexities inherent in using finescale radar measurements to differentiate FSs from their surrounding environment, as evident in the signatures in Fig. 2b . The structures shown in these figures are typical of those analyzed in the case study described in the following section, as well as in the analyses of the entire PLOWS dataset presented in section 5.
Fall streaks were identified objectively using time series of the measured Z e interpolated to the aircraft's altitude. These classifications are only intended to identify the most enhanced ''core'' of the FSs, as particles emanate at various distances from the GCs based on their fall speeds and the strength of the convective updraft (e.g., Houze 1997) , and mixing between the FSs and surrounding environments occurs as the distance from the GCs increases. Measurements above the 60th-percentile Z e values in moving time windows were classified as FSs. The initial percentile calculation used Z e measurements within a 45-s window (;5 km at typical air speeds), but if the Z e variability was greater than 2 dBZ, then a longer window of 6125 s (;14 km) was used instead. The longer window was most generally applicable, but the initial, shorter time window allowed for the classification of more subtle features (primarily well below GC level) that would not otherwise be identified.
Examples of the FS classifications using both windows are shown in Fig. 4 , which shows the Z e time series (red solid lines) interpolated to the aircraft's altitude for the same flight segments shown in Fig. 3 . The blue points overlaid on the Z e values are measurements classified as FSs according to the criteria described above. The classifications capture Z e enhancements that correspond both to the individual FSs and larger areas of merging FSs evident in Fig. 3 . These classifications will be used in sections 4 and 5 to make quantitative comparisons of microphysical characteristics between FSs and their surrounding environments. ), full barb 5 10 kt, half barb 5 5 kt, no barb 5 less than 3 kt] in (b) is from a WRF simulation valid at 1900:00 UTC and is oriented relative to the cross section with the average wind components in the layer containing GCs (thick vertical line in the profile) subtracted out. The missing Z e data just below 5-km altitude in (a) represented measurements that were contaminated by signal leakage from ground echoes in the downward beam.
The 14-15 February 2010 case study a. General overview
Airborne measurements from the 15 February 2010 PLOWS research flight are used here to describe the microphysical characteristics of stratiform precipitation within a wintertime midlatitude cyclone, complementing the analyses of the same cyclone's GCs presented in P14. As in that study, the term ''GC regions'' refers here to areas where cloud-top GCs were present, with associated cellular Z e and convective W signatures. The term ''stratiform regions'' refers to areas below GC regions, marked by weaker, more uniform W.
As described in Rosenow et al. (2014) and P14, the 14-15 February 2010 cyclone was an Alberta-clipper-type system sampled by the C-130 as it moved across southern Indiana (Fig. 5) . Two primary regions were sampled in this cyclone, as summarized in the Z e and W profiles in Fig. 6 for the 0800-0819 UTC flight leg: 1) deep clouds present within the cyclone's comma head, seen in the northeastern half of the profiles in Fig. 6 and in the Z e profiles in Fig. 3 , and 2) shallower clouds to the southwest. There was an abrupt transition between the two regions, seen near 0810 UTC in Fig. 6 . Stratiform regions with weak vertical air motions were present in both areas, where nearly all measured W values were within 60.5 m s 21 of the expected spectrum of particle terminal velocities. Both regions also consistently featured kilometer-scale GCs and associated convective air motions of up to 61-2 m s 21 at cloud top (Rosenow et al. 2014 ). The
GCs produced FSs of hydrometeors that merged together within the stratiform regions below, sometimes coalescing into larger areas of enhanced Z e extending from the GCs through the depth of the stratiform region. An example is seen at about 90-110-km distance in Fig. 6a . Areas of FSs were sometimes persistent over multiple flight passes, corresponding in some cases to enhanced Z e evident in ground-based scanning radar measurements. However, as no distinct W signatures were associated with the FSs, they are identified as part of the stratiform regions. The strongest W signatures were only associated with the GCs themselves.
As the cyclone progressed northeastward, the C-130 executed two vertical profiles over about 7 h by flying repeated approximately 200-km flight legs along the track shown in Fig. 5 , at altitudes ranging from 2.6 to 7.4 km ( Fig. 6a ) with corresponding air temperatures from 2118 to 2528C. Extensive in situ measurements were made within GCs atop the deep and shallow cloud regions, as well as in the deep stratiform region in the cyclone's comma head. Only brief in situ measurements were obtained within the shallower stratiform region farther to the southwest. The 5.1-km-altitude flight leg was relatively close to the GC region, and individual FSs are evident in the Z e time series (Fig. 7a) as small-scale local maxima (e.g., the FSs indicated by the arrows near 0530 UTC in Fig. 3a) . Larger areas of enhanced Z e are also evident with multiple FSs merging together-for example, just prior to 100-km distance along the horizontal axis and again near the end of the segment. For both the individual FSs and for the larger-scale merged FSs, the Z e variability was notably smaller in magnitude compared to the GC layer above, likely indicating the effects of mixing reducing the differences between the FSs and their environment. The Z e values typically fluctuated by about 2-3 dB between the FSs in this region, whereas the fluctuation between the GCs at high altitudes was commonly 5 dB or greater (e.g., Fig. 4 in P14) . Similar signatures are evident in N .500 , IWC, and D mm (Figs. 7a,b) . While local maxima are apparent at scales of 20-30 s (corresponding to roughly a 3-km distance), larger variations in these parameters occur over longer distancesfor example, the general increase in IWC from about 0.1 to 0.7 g m 23 along the entirety of Fig. 7a . Bullet rosettes and some aggregates of rosettes were the primary identifiable habits along with some smaller irregular crystals and columns. Although the nature of the 2D-C imagery limits the amount of visual detail, some of the larger particles' characteristics (particularly the more rounded particles in Figs. 7e and 7f) were consistent with riming having occurred. However, neither the King nor the PVM probe measurements indicated the presence of SLW during this segment, indicating that any riming had occurred farther aloft in the GC region (section 3 in P14). Thus, the observed habits were consistent with growth primarily through vapor deposition along with some aggregation in an environment supersaturated with respect to ice but without strong vertical air motions (Rosenow et al. 2014) . No trend in the variation of particle habits was evident along this flight leg, either with respect to time (over all six panels) or to location within or between FSs (each consecutive pair of panels). The largest difference was that the concentrations of larger particles increased within the FSs (Figs. 7a,b) .
Figures 7c and 7d show measurements obtained at 2.7-km altitude, corresponding to the Z e profile in Fig. 3b . Although individual FSs are still identifiable immediately below the GC region in the Z e profile, they are less distinct at flight level. Instead, broader areas of enhanced Z e are now evident in Fig. 7c (e.g., near 0712 UTC), corresponding to enhancements that can be traced upward to smaller plumes entering the cross section in Fig. 3b near 4 .5-km altitude. Additionally, the time series Z e values are larger than those at 5.1 km (Fig. 7a) : whereas Z e only briefly reached about 10 dBZ along the 5.1-km leg, Z e was above 10 dBZ for nearly this entire segment. The variability in Z e on the scale of individual FSs was also smaller during this segment, with along-track variations commonly 1 dBZ or less compared to the 2-3-dBZ variations more typical at 5.1-km altitude. Further, the variations of several decibels of reflectivity occurred at larger scales here-for example, the maxima over about 30 s (;3.5 km) near 0706 and 0707 UTC. The in situ parameters in Figs. 7c and 7d show intermittent enhanced values at similar scales (e.g., the oscillations in IWC between 0701 and 0705 UTC and the maximum just before 0712 UTC). The median N .500 value along the 2.7-km leg, 11.3 L
21
, was slightly larger than the median of 9.8 L 21 for the 5. Fig. 7c . Aggregates were evident during this leg, along with some columns and bullet rosettes and occasional hexagonal or branching plates. Much larger particles were present compared to the measurements at 5.1-km altitude, indicating the importance of aggregational growth. Aggregation was evident in the imagery both within and between FSs-for example, in the largest particles in Figs. 8g, 8h , and 8k, in which interlocking components of multiple smaller crystals are visually apparent. Additionally, SLW was sporadically noted in the King and PVM probe measurements just prior to 0712 UTC. However, while some of the observed particles showed evidence of riming, the particle imagery did not indicate that this was the primary growth mechanism in this region. In contrast with the heavily rimed particles observed in GCs at similar temperatures ( Fig. 10 in P14) , the particle characteristics in this region were more consistent with depositional or aggregational growth predominating, subsequent to any riming that had occurred within the GC region. No significant differences in W or in dominant particle habit were generally evident between the FSs and the surrounding regions, with the exception of the measurements near 0711:30 UTC onward. Large aggregates (Fig. 8k) were evident in association with the largest Z e values and LWCs, suggesting locally enhanced aggregation as a result of increased particle concentrations (evident in the corresponding N .500 maximum evident in Fig. 7c ) and a larger spectrum of particle sizes within the FSs. This is supported by the rapid transition into large, less-aggregated rosettes in ice-phase conditions outside the FSs (Fig. 8l) .
c. Deep comma head stratiform precipitation
The microphysical characteristics of the cyclone's deep stratiform precipitation are briefly summarized in Tables 1-3 and Fig. 9 in terms of their statistical variation with respect to T. The analyses use the objective FS classifications described in section 3, with the figure showing box-and-whisker plots of the median and 5th-, 25th-, 75th-, and 95th-percentile measurements of N .500 , IWC, and D mm separately for measurements made within (blue) and between (red) FSs. The statistics are shown for 58C intervals centered from 242.58 to 212.58C. Note that only two 10-s measurements in stratiform precipitation were obtained at T 5 232.58 6 2.58C, so these were not included in the statistical analyses. Additionally, the limited measurements obtained in the shallower stratiform precipitation region are excluded to focus on data obtained relative to a generally consistent cloud-top height (;8 km, as in Fig. 6 ). Nearly all of the particles observed in this region (;97%) were ice phase, using a threshold LWC of 0.05 g m 23 as in P14.
While the median and upper N .500 percentiles (Table 1 , Fig. 9a ) increased with T, no overall trend was evident for the lower percentiles aside from a general increase for T . 2258C. The effects of ice growth with depth in cloud are also evident in the percentiles of IWC (Table 2, Fig. 9b ) and D mm (Table 3 , Fig. 9c ). Larger and higher-mass particles were sampled with increasing T, with the statistical FSs. An exception was in the 95th-percentile D mm values for T . 2158C, which were about 1.2 times larger between the FSs rather than within them; in addition to uncertainties inherent in objectively identifying the FSs, mixing likely reduced the distinction between the FSs and the surrounding environment, particularly with increasing depth below the GC level. Application of the Mann-Whitney U test indicated that the FSs were usually statistically distinct from the surrounding regions. The N .500 and IWC populations within FSs were statistically distinct ( p , 0.05, and nearly always below 0.01) for T . 2308C, with similar results for D mm except for the measurements at T . 2158C. These signatures, along with the observed particle imagery, were consistent overall with past studies of stratiform precipitation topped by GCs (e.g., Houze et al. 1981; Evans et al. 2005 ) and conformed to a seeder-feeder model of precipitation growth. A majority of particle growth occurred after particles exited the convective GC region, with depositional growth occurring throughout the ice-supersaturated stratiform environment. Aggregation also became increasingly important at higher T to produce the observed large particles at the expense of smaller sizes, and riming was not indicated as a significant growth mechanism outside of the GC regions. Ice growth occurred both within and between FSs, though N .500 , IWC, and D mm values were commonly enhanced within FSs.
Statistics of full dataset a. Description and general properties
Airborne measurements were made within stratiform precipitation during 16 PLOWS research flights sampling 14 cyclones, encompassing a more extensive range of environments than those described in section 4. (Fig. 11a) and between (Fig. 11b ) FSs, as identified using the criteria described in section 4. The lines in Fig. 11a Figs. 11c and 11d) provides insight into the Z e enhancements. For a given D mm value, the range of N .500 (and therefore the total IWC) was generally shifted toward larger values within FSs, increasing Z e . Although the shift to larger median Z e values was relatively small for a given D mm , the trend was consistent when the data were resampled using the bootstrap technique (Efron and Tibshirani 1993; McFarquhar and Heymsfield 1997) . The standard deviations of the median Z e values in the resampled populations were generally small compared to the differences between the measurements within and between FSs, indicating consistently robust signatures.
The measurements of Z e , N .500 , IWC, and D mm for the entire stratiform dataset are summarized relative to 58C temperature intervals in Tables 4-7 and in Fig. 12 using box-and-whisker plots, again showing statistics separately for measurements within (blue) and between (red) FSs. An overall increase in Z e (Table 4 , Fig. 12a ) was evident with increasing T, with Z e maximizing for T . 2108C. The Z e values averaged approximately 2 dB larger within the FSs compared with between them, consistent with the FSs' definition being based on localized Z e enhancements. A less distinct increase in the median N .500 values (Table 5 , Fig. 12b ) with T was evident over the entire T range, with more variability in the statistical extrema. Larger N .500 values were again consistently present within FSs, with the statistical percentiles averaging about 1.9 times larger overall compared with the values between FSs. With few exceptions, the IWC and D mm percentiles Figs. 12c, d) increased with T both within and between FSs. Both IWC and D mm were generally enhanced within FSs, averaging 2.2 and 1.1 times larger, respectively, compared with the values between the FSs. Again, the N .500 , IWC, and D mm enhancements observed in FSs were similar to those observed in GCs (P14).
The N .500 and IWC enhancements in FSs may be quantified from another perspective as well. Regions classified as FSs constituted about 51%-68% of the measurements within each T interval. However, the relative contribution to N .500 and IWC was consistently larger, by up to 15%. Over all temperatures, 66% of the measurements were classified as FSs, but these measurements constituted around 73% of the total measured number concentrations and 76% of the derived IWC. This confirms the FSs' importance as described by the statistics above, indicating that larger ice particle concentrations and mass are associated with the FSs as compared with the surrounding regions.
These statistics only describe the contribution of particles with D $ 500 mm. Similar to the case study, the largest relative difference in the number concentration statistics when particles with 150 # D # 500 mm were included was an increase in the upper-concentration percentiles for T , 2408C both within and between the FSs. However, the contribution of particles with D # 500 mm to the derived IWCs was generally quite small. While P14 reported an overall IWC contribution of about 17% in GCs (and up to about 55% at T , 2368C), the overall average was around 9% in FSs. The relative IWC contribution was the largest at lower temperatures, averaging close to 20% for T , 2308C, but only about 4% for higher temperatures. The IWC signatures are again consistent with the stratiform regions featuring more ice growth and producing increasingly higher-mass particles compared with the GC regions.
The statistics of the in situ measurements are generally consistent with those shown in Fig. 9 for the The number distribution functions also provide insight into growth mechanisms occurring within and between FSs. Figure 13 shows the averaged N(D) within (solid) and between (dashed) FSs for the same 58C intervals as in Fig. 12 . Overall, the averaged N(D) at lower T had similar characteristics but with increasing concentrations over the observed size range as T increased, characteristic of ice growth dominated by vapor deposition. Particularly for T . 2258C, however, N(D) became flatter and wider with increasing T. A decreasing contribution of particles with D , ;1000 mm was evident, and maximum D also increased with T from about 2500 to 9000 mm, indicating aggregational growth. These characteristics are consistent with an overall transition from deposition-dominated growth at lower T to aggregational growth becoming more important with increasing T (e.g., Houze et al. 1979; Lo and Passarelli 1982; Gordon and Marwitz 1986; Field 1999; McFarquhar et al. 2007) . Some prior studies such as Henrion et al. (1978) have indicated deposition as the primary growth mechanism necessary to explain the observed Z e values within FSs. However, the current results agree with past studies (e.g., Hobbs and Locatelli 1978; Passarelli 1978a,b; Herzegh and Hobbs 1980; Matejka et al. 1980; Houze et al. 1981; Mitchell 1988) , concluding that both deposition and aggregation are necessary to produce the observed particle characteristics. Aside from deposition and aggregation, some visual evidence of rimed growth was noted in the particle imagery, particularly in the limited regions where SLW was encountered. However, more generally, riming was not as important to particle growth in these regions as compared with the GC regions (P14).
The averaged N(D) featured larger number concentrations within FSs for most size bins. Concentrations of smaller particles were generally the least enhanced, averaging around 1.3 times larger in FSs for D , 1000 mm, with more consistent relative enhancements common for larger particle sizes within FSs. The largest enhancements in FSs (a factor of 3 or more) were evident for the largest particles (D . 4000 mm) sampled at T 5 212.58 6 2.58C. The main exceptions to this general trend were in the measurements at T . 2108C. In those environments, while concentrations of particles with D , ;500 mm were larger within FSs, the concentrations of larger particles were more similar or even larger between FSs. Again, ice growth occurred both within and between FSs, and mixing decreased the differences in characteristics between FSs and their surrounding environment.
The analyses of the full PLOWS dataset emphasize the importance of the environmental temperature on the observed N(D) characteristics. At T , ;2258C, the averaged N(D) between FSs for a given T bin were relatively similar to the averaged N(D) within FSs for the next lower T bin. As T increased to 2108C, the averaged N(D) extended to much larger particle sizes, and the differences between FSs and their surrounding environment became largest. Above 2108C, the concentrations of large particles increased with T but were more similar within and between FSs. Thus, while the FSs were generally defined by enhanced ice concentrations and mass relative to surrounding regions, the more general growth processes and mixing occurring as particles descended are ultimately as important as any differences between the FSs and their surrounding environments.
b. Discussion with respect to cloud-top generating cells
The analyses discussed above are combined with the analyses of the entire PLOWS GC dataset described in section 4 of P14 to provide a more complete description of the precipitation processes occurring in the observed cyclones. As in the case study described in section 4 and prior studies such as Hobbs and Locatelli (1978) , Matejka et al. (1980) , Reynolds and Kuciauskas (1988) , Sienkiewicz et al. (1989) , and Cunningham and Yuter (2014) , the measurements of the entire dataset indicate the importance of the seeder-feeder process to cyclone precipitation structure. Most generally, enhanced nucleation associated with the convective GCs initiates the production of precipitation-sized ice particles. Initial ice growth occurs within the GCs, with hydrometeors subsequently descending into the regions below that are characterized by stratiform conditions with weak synopticscale ascent and ice supersaturation present (Rauber et al. 2014b; Rosenow et al. 2014) , providing the necessary moisture to allow additional ice growth as the particles descend. The similar relative enhancements in number concentration and mass observed in GCs and FSs suggest that the GCs are of fundamental importance in the initial production of increased concentrations of larger particles subsequently evident as enhanced Z e in FSs (cf. Carbone and Bohne 1975; Kumjian et al. 2014) .
Comparison of the statistical properties of the in situ measurements made in GC regions (Fig. 12 in P14 ) to those described above within FSs (Fig. 12) Fig. 13 similarly shows that increased concentrations of larger particles were typical for the measurements of FSs compared with those made in GCs. Where the measurements' temperature ranges approximately overlapped, maximum D increased from about 2000 to 7000 mm for the GC measurements compared with from about 2600 to 8600 mm in FSs. This is consistent with the signatures described above, with the particles sampled in FSs having experienced more ice growth during their descent from higher altitudes compared with particles undergoing initial growth within GCs at similar temperatures.
The increased IWC evident in FSs, particularly at higher temperatures, indicates that the primary hydrometeor growth occurs within the stratiform regions below GCs, consistent with past studies (e.g., Houze et al. FIG. 13 . Averaged N(D) for measurements shown in Fig. 12 , again showing measurements within (solid) and between (dashed) fall streaks.
1976; Matejka et al. 1980; Herzegh and Hobbs 1980; Houze et al. 1981 ) that estimated that only about 20% of ice growth occurred within the GC regions of the observed cyclones. The primary exceptions were the larger IWCs occurring in GCs sampled at the highest temperatures (T . 2168C). The 95th-percentile IWC value for these measurements was 2.3 g m 23 , which was larger than the corresponding values (;1.9 g m
23
) in FSs at similar temperatures. Depositional ice growth is likely to be maximized in this temperature range (e.g., Magono and Lee 1966; Pruppacher and Klett 1997; Bailey and Hallett 2009 ) and relatively large LWCs were commonly produced in the observed GCs, providing favorable conditions for substantial growth by deposition and riming in some GCs, in addition to aggregation, which becomes increasingly important as temperature increases (e.g., Hobbs et al. 1974) . The other IWC percentile values remained smaller for the measurements in GCs as compared with the corresponding values within FSs. Thus, while a subset of the GCs sampled in this temperature range produced large IWCs, the observations were overall consistent with a majority of ice growth typically occurring within the stratiform regions below GCs.
Conclusions
Stratiform regions were sampled in the comma heads of 14 cold-season extratropical cyclones using airborne cloud radar and in situ microphysical instrumentation during the Profiling of Winter Storms field campaign (PLOWS). Measurements of equivalent radar reflectivity factor Z e obtained using the University of Wyoming Cloud Radar (WCR) were used to identify hydrometeor fall streaks (FSs) emanating from cloudtop convective generating cells (GCs) and embedded in regions of stratiform cloud. Both individual FSs and larger-scale FS mergers were identified as regions of locally enhanced Z e values. The in situ observations were analyzed based on these classifications to identify how ice concentrations and derived mass and size distribution characteristics varied with respect to the environment and with respect to location within or between FSs, providing insight into the microphysical processes occurring throughout the stratiform precipitation regions. This work extends beyond past studies in that statistical analyses were applied to a large observed set of cyclones encompassing a wide range of environments, and in that the results are combined with the statistical analyses presented in P14 of GCs in many of the same cyclones to more fully describe the physical processes producing precipitation. As in that study, the processing techniques used for in situ measurements also accounted for the impact of particle shattering on the derived properties. The primary conclusions of this study are as follows:
1) The values of N .500 , IWC, and D mm were statistically enhanced overall within FSs compared with between them, averaging approximately 1.9, 2.2, and 1.1 times larger, respectively. These enhancements are similar to those reported for GCs and surrounding areas by P14, indicating the GCs' importance to the enhanced ice growth subsequently observed in FSs. While less certain owing to the effects of particle shattering, estimates of IWC for particles with 150 # D # 500 mm indicated an overall average contribution to the total IWC in FSs of 9%, with the largest contribution (averaging 20%) at T , 2308C. The smaller particles' contribution was reduced compared with the observations in GCs (;17% overall, but up to 55% at T , 2368C) reported by P14. 2) Increased particle sizes and concentrations produced the observed FS signatures. The averaged number distribution functions N(D) were generally enhanced within FSs compared with between FSs. Concentrations of smaller particles were generally the least enhanced, with concentrations for D , 1000 mm averaging about 1.3 times larger overall. Additionally, for all but the measurements at T . 2108C, the relative enhancement in concentration within FSs increased with particle size, with the largest enhancements (a factor of 3 or more) evident for particles of D . 4000 mm sampled at T 5 212.58 6 2.58C. 3) Particle imagery and derived characteristics indicate that deposition was an important growth mechanism below the GC level. Additionally, aggregation became progressively more important with increasing temperature, as indicated by particle imagery and the observed size increase in particles dominating number concentration and IWC over the temperature range. Supercooled liquid water was observed only infrequently, and riming was not a dominant growth mechanism below the GC regions. Similar growth mechanisms were typical within and between FSs, with no significant differences in the vertical velocity signatures evident between the FSs and surrounding regions. 4) The populations of N .500 , IWC, and D mm were statistically distinct at the 0.01 significance level within and between FSs within most 58C temperature intervals, with the exceptions being N .500 and IWC for T . 258C and D mm for T . 2108C. With respect to temperature, the populations of IWC and D mm were statistically distinct between each 58C interval at all but the highest and lowest temperatures. However, the populations of N .500 were less consistently distinct with respect to temperature. from about 600 to 1250 mm), with the relative difference generally increasing with temperature. This provides evidence that, while GCs are critical to nucleation and initial ice growth, the majority of growth typically occurs below the GC level.
Together with the analyses of GCs described in P14, the results help define the microphysical structure of the stratiform comma head regions of the cyclones observed during PLOWS. In particular, the results highlight the fundamental importance of both the GC regions and the stratiform regions below to precipitation growth in these cyclones.
